Abstract-In the data mining field, association rules are discovered having domain knowledge specified as a minimum support threshold. The accuracy in setting up this threshold directly influences the number and the quality of association rules discovered. Often, the number of association rules, even though large in number, misses some interesting rules and the rules' quality necessitates further analysis. As a result, decision making using these rules could lead to risky actions. We propose a framework to discover domain knowledge report as coherent rules. Coherent rules are discovered based on the properties of propositional logic, and therefore, requires no background knowledge to generate them. From the coherent rules discovered, association rules can be derived objectively and directly without knowing the level of minimum support threshold required. We provide analysis of the rules compare to those discovered via the a priori.
INTRODUCTION
T HE use of association rule mining technique is to describe the associations among items in a database. These associations represent the domain knowledge encapsulated in databases. Identifying domain knowledge is important because these knowledge rules usually are known only by the domain experts over years of experience. Thus, association rule mining is useful to identify domain knowledge hidden in large volume of data efficiently.
The discovery of association rules is typically based on the support and confidence framework where a minimum support (min sup) must be supplied to start the discovery process [1] . A priori is a representational algorithm based on this framework and many other algorithms are a priori-like. Without this threshold specified, typically, no association rules can be discovered because the procedure to discover the rules will quickly exhaust the available resources.
Nonetheless, having to constrain the discovery of association rules with a preset threshold, in turn, requires in-depth domain knowledge before the discovery of rules can be automated. The use of min sup generally assumes that:
. a domain expert can provide the threshold value accurately.
. the knowledge of interest must have occurred frequently at least equal to the threshold. . a single threshold is enough to identify the knowledge sought by an analyst. In practice, there are cases where these assumptions are not appropriate and rules reported lead to erroneous actions.
In this paper, we propose a novel framework to address the above issues by removing the need for a minimum support threshold. Associations are discovered based on logical implications. The principle of the approach considers that an association rule should only be reported when there is enough logical evidence in the data. To do this, we consider both presence and absence of items during the mining. An association such as beer ) nappies will only be reported if we can also find that there are fewer occurrences of :beer ) nappies and beer ) :nappies but more of :beer ) :nappies. This approach will ensure that when a rule such as beer ) nappies is reported, it indeed has the strongest statistical value in the data as comparison was made on both presence and absence of items during the mining process. In addition, the inverse case of customer not buying beer and customer not buying nappies should have statistics that support the rule being discovered due to the logic properties of an equivalence.
By considering this new approach in finding data pattern, a solution toward fulfilling domain-driven data mining requirements [2] can be made. The proposed algorithm suggests a solution in two areas:
1. It eliminates the need to use different intelligence models and its combinations as suggested in [2] to determine appropriate threshold for the mining algorithms. The proposed algorithm discovers the natural threshold based on observation of data set.
The different intelligence models can be used in conjunction with the proposed algorithm in determining the target item(s) to be considered during the mining process. Hence, assuming that there are different intelligence models and a way of synthesizing it, the proposed algorithm can incorporate it to determine the target item(s) as an expression of business problem that one wants to solve.
2. It provides a logical underpinning to the discovery process of patterns. Currently, the illustration of the mapping of constraints to the discovery process in this paper is based on support value. However, it may be replaced by another constraint. The challenge is in finding appropriate mapping of constraints expressed in different intelligence models into a proportional logic equivalence that is recognized by the proposed algorithm. The description of our approach is presented in Sections 3-5. In Section 2, we highlight, in detail, the adverse effects of finding association rules passing a min sup. In Section 3, we explain our general framework to discover association rules that can be mapped to different modes of logic implications in propositional logic. In Section 4, we focus on mining rules that map to a specific mode, logical equivalences, via our proposed framework. In Section 5, we illustrate the use of this specialized framework in finding association rules from a set of transactional records. A corresponding algorithm is provided. In Section 6, we discover rules on a wellknown domain and compare the rules found to those discovered via a priori algorithm. We conclude our contributions in Section 7.
ISSUES USING A MINIMUM SUPPORT THRESHOLD
Issues with discovering association rules reverberate around loss of rules and quality of rules discovered. Specifically, if rules are lost, it is misleading to report an incomplete set of rules and at the same time create a sense that all available rules have been found. This situation misleads a decision maker into thinking that only these rules are available which, in turn, will lead a decision maker to reason with incomplete information. For example, it is erroneous to assume that a subset of an incomplete set of rules has the strongest rules. Reasoning with incomplete information while not knowing it may lead to inappropriate conclusion or decisions.
Qualitywise, association rule mining is known to report on every detail of associations among items but unable to identify in specific the type of knowledge rules required. This is especially true when the association rules required mix between those infrequently and frequently observed rules. A large proportion of rules that fall in-between these frequencies of occurrences quickly collude the results discovered. In fact, rules discovered must not be too rare; otherwise, the mining process could take forever or its reported results are too large and difficult to process.
We analyze the literature concerning the loss of rules and discovering association rules involving rare items in the following two sections.
Loss of Association Rules Involving Frequently Observed Items
Some frequent association rules are lost due to the heuristics involved in setting a minimum support threshold. Use of a minimum support threshold to identify frequent patterns assumes that an ideal minimum support threshold exists for frequent patterns, and that a user can identify this threshold accurately. Assuming that an ideal minimum support exists, it is unclear how to find this threshold [3] . This is largely due to the fact that there is no universal standard to define the notion of being frequent enough and interesting. The strength value of association rules has been occasionally debated in statistics. In one case, Babbie et al. [4, p. 258 ] discuss the dispute between the authors in [5] and [6] . The dispute centers on the scales used during data analysis. The difference in the scales used by the authors would lead to different levels of effective thresholds being set should the situation be applied to data mining. If the scale in [5] is adopted for mining, then the minimum support threshold set based on [6] would be lower. This case shows that one user's understanding of an ideal strength value may be different from another's.
For data mining, different minimum support thresholds would result in inconsistent mining results, even when the mining process is performed on the same data set. That is, a lower minimum support threshold would result in more association rules being found, and a higher minimum support threshold would result in fewer association rules being found. Some users will find fewer association rules compared to others who use a lower minimum support threshold. For the latter, association rules associated with frequent items should be discovered but are lost. Hence, association rule mining technique discovers some domain knowledge (in form of association rules) subject to the accuracy in determining min sup. We consider this situation as a case of losing association rules involving frequent items.
The problem of losing frequent association rules may thus have no solution to it apart from lifting the minimum support threshold.
Loss of Association Rules Involving
Infrequently Observed Items Some infrequent association rules are actionable. Typically, a data set contains items that appear frequently while other items rarely occur. For example, in a retail fruit business, fruits are frequently observed but occasionally bread is also observed. Some items are rare in nature or infrequently found in a data set. These items are called rare items [7] , [8] , [9] . If a single minimum support threshold is used and is set high, those association rules involving rare items will not be discovered. Use of a single and lower minimum support threshold, on the other hand, would result in too many uninteresting association rules. This is called the rare item problem defined by Mannila [10] according to Liu et al. [7] . The latter pointed out that in maintaining the use of a minimum support threshold to identify rare item sets, many users will typically group rare items into an arbitrary item so that this arbitrary item becomes frequent. Another practice is to split the data set into two or several blocks according to the frequencies of items, and mine each block using a different minimum support threshold. Although some association rules involving rare item sets can be discovered in this way, some association rules involving both frequent and rare items across different blocks will be lost.
Instead of preprocessing the transaction records, Liu et al. [7] proposed using multiple minimum thresholds called minimum item supports (MISs). A minimum support is set on each item in a data set. Hence, we have a finer granularity of a minimum support threshold compared to the classic approach. Use of MIS results in association rules being found in which item sets occur infrequently and below a minimum support threshold. Nonetheless, a user needs to provide an MIS threshold for each item. This is arguably difficult to do, especially when the process of providing a minimum item support threshold is ad hoc and requires multiple revisions [11] .
Lin et al. [12] devised an approach for finding the minimum support threshold for each item. This approach does not need a preset minimum support threshold but a parameter that determines the actual discovery of frequent item sets [13] . Yun et al. [13] proposed a minimum support threshold called a second support to segregate item sets that occurred infrequently from coincidences, and a minimum relative support, which is the maximum of the proportion of the support of an item set against the support of each item within the item set. To search for infrequent and interesting association rules, a user is required to preset a minimum support threshold for a second support and a minimum relative support. All infrequent item sets that meet both thresholds are then articulated. Another research by Koh et al. [9] devised a calculation to determine a reasonable threshold for a minimum support called a minimum absolute support to identify an item set above coincidences. The minimum absolute support (minabssup) is the least number of collisions above a significance level (that is, 100 percent minus a confidence level p). For example, given that the number of transaction records N ¼ 1;000 and item sets x and y occur a ¼ 500 and b ¼ 500 times, respectively, and confidence level p ¼ 0:0001, then the minabssup value is 274 [9] . That is, there is 99.99 percent confidence that any cooccurrence below 274 is a product that occurs by chance.
The research by Liu et al. [7] , Lin et al. [12] , Yun et al. [13] , and Koh et al. [9] has been important in establishing a minimum item support threshold with finer granularity although different criteria were injected for identifying minimum item support values. The common aim, however, was to offset heuristics when setting up a minimum support threshold. In all these approaches, we see that state-of-the-art association rule mining has drifted from the original idea of mining frequent patterns alone to considering other patterns as well. These include patterns above a parameter that signifies how items should be valued [7] , patterns that are not negatively correlated [12] , patterns that are infrequent but with a relatively high occurrences [13] , and patterns that are above coincidences [9] . Using a minimum support threshold alone cannot identify these patterns specifically.
Association Rules That Are Measured Using Other Measures of Interestingness
A number of researchers have pointed out that association rules are not necessarily interesting even though they may have at least a minimum support threshold and a minimum confidence threshold. Brin et al. [14] show that association rules discovered using a support and confidence framework may not be correlated in statistics. Webb [15, p. 31] and Han and Kamber [16, p. 260] demonstrate that some association rules are not interesting due to the high marginal probabilities in their consequence item sets. Brin et al. [17] argue that frequently co-occurred association rules (even with high confidence values) may not be truly related. These association rules show item sets co-occurring together, with no implications among them. Scheffer [18] highlights that in many cases, users who are interested in finding items that co-occur together are also interested in finding items which are connected in reality. Having a minimum support threshold does not guarantee the discovery of interesting association rules, as such rules may need to be further processed and quantified for interestingness. The usage of leverage and lift are good alternatives in mining association rules without relying on pruning a minimum support threshold. The authors in [3] mined arbitrarily top k number of rules using lift, leverage, and confidence without using a preset minimum support threshold. The use of leverage and lift is also fundamental in designing a new measure of interestingness. Among such work, authors in [19] considered lift as also one of the 12 interesting criteria to generate interesting rules called an informative rule set. Authors in [20] devised a conditionalprobability-like measure of interestingness based on lift (termed as dependence) called the Conditional Probability Increment Ratio (CP IR) and used this to discover required interesting rules accordingly.
Apart from the use of lift, leverage, and its derived measure of interestingness, measures of interestingness that consider a deviation from independence have also been used. These include conviction, proposed by Brin et al. [17] , collective strength as devised by Aggarwal and Yu [21] , and Pearson's correlation coefficient and conviction as reported by Blanchard et al. [22] . Collective strength has domain ranges from 0 to infinity. An implication strength of 1 indicates that the strength of the rule is exactly as expected under the assumption of statistical independence. Antonie and Zaïane [23] used Pearson's correlation coefficient to search for both positive and negative association rules that have a strong correlation. (By contrast, Lin et al. [12] remove the negative association rules.) The search algorithm [23] found the strongest correlated rules, followed by rules with moderate and small strength values. The ranges of threshold values on the correlation coefficient were predetermined. The measure of conviction [17] was an improvement over lift, which only considers the marginal probability of the consequence item set. A major drawback of lift or leverage is that they are not asymmetrical measures that measure the real implications of a rule. They do not distinguish the difference between the direction X ) Y and Y ) X in a rule's strength value. The measures of interestingness lift [14] and leverage [24] reflect more stringent co-occurrences because association rules found have item sets X and Y being statistically independent of one another. Without the combined use of confidence, however, association rules discovered will be nondirectional. In fact, symmetrical measures of interestingness [25] include collective strength, Pearson's correlation coefficient, Chi-square, and Chi-squaredbased measures such as Phi and Cramer's V, where the source of a directional relation is unknown. Association rules identified by these interestingness measures in them, without the use of other measures of interestingness, are not implicational because they do not describe the asymmetry strength of a rule between two item sets. In addition, if the new measures of interestingness are used after a preset minimum support threshold, then some association rules could still be lost.
In discovering knowledge rules as in the methods above, we are interested in proposing a framework that does not incur arbitrary threshold values, thus minimizing the caveats of threshold settings.
A GENERALIZED ASSOCIATION RULE MINING FRAMEWORK
We propose a novel association rule mining framework that can discover association rules without the need for a minimum support threshold. This enables the user, in theory, to discover knowledge from any transactional record without the background knowledge of an application domain usually necessary to establish a threshold prior to mining. To introduce our framework, this section starts with the distinction between an association rule and the different modes of an implication as defined in propositional logic. The topic of implication from logic is raised because our proposed mining model is based on an association rule's ability to be mapped to a mode of implication. If an association can be mapped to an implication, then there is reason to report this relation as an association rule. Otherwise, without a priori such as the minimum support threshold, many association rules would be found, and we would need to report all of them. An implication having a rule where the left-hand side is connected to the right-hand side correlates two item sets together. This implication exists because it is true according to logical grounds, follows a specific truth table value, and does not need to be judged to be true by a user. The rule is reported as an interesting association rule if its corresponding implication is true.
An Implication
In an argument, the truth and falsity of an implication (also known as a compound proposition) ð!Þ necessarily rely on logic [26] . Each implication, having met specific logical principles, can be identified (for example, one may be a material implication, while the other may be an equivalence). Each has a set of different truth values. This will be explained later. We highlight here that an implication is formed using two propositions p and q. These propositions can be either true or false for the implication's interpretation. For example, "apples are observed in a customer market basket" is a true interpretation if this has been observed. From these propositions, we have four implications
:p ! q, and 4. :p ! :q. Each is formed using standard symbols "!" and ":." The symbol "!" implies that the relation is a mode of implication in logic, and ":" denotes a false proposition. We give an example for implications 1 and 2 below:
1. If "apples are observed in a customer market basket," then "bread is observed in a customer market basket" p ! q. 2. If "apples are observed in a customer market basket," then "bread is NOT observed in a customer market basket" p ! :q. The truth and falsity of any implication is judged by "anding" (^) the truth values held by propositions p and q. In a fruit retail business where no bread is sold, the implication that relates p and q will be false based on the operation between truth values; that is, 1^0 ¼ 0. The second implication based on the operation will be true because 1^1 ¼ 1. Hence, we say that the latter implication p ! :q is true, but the first implication p ! q is false. Each implication has its truth and falsity based on truth table values alone.
There are a number of modes of implication [27, pp. 31-58]. We highlight two modes of implication and their truth table values in the next two sections.
Material Implication
A material implication ðÞ meets the logical principle of a contraposition. A contrapositive (to a material implication) is written as :q ! :p. For example, suppose, if customers buy apples, that they then buy oranges is true as an implication. The contrapositive is that if customers do not buy oranges, then they also do not buy apples. If an implication has the truth values of its contrapositive, :ðp^:qÞ, it is a material implication [28, p. 36] . That is, p q iff :ðp^:qÞ.
The truth table for a material implication is shown in Table 1 .
An Equivalence
An equivalenceðÞ is another mode of implication. In particular, it is a special case of a material implication. For any implication to qualify as an equivalence, the following condition must be met [29, p. 20] : p q iff :ðp xor qÞ where truth table values can be constructed in Table 2 .
An equivalence has an additional necessary condition [30] . Due to this condition, propositions are now deemed both necessary and sufficient relates with ("iff," in short). One of many ways to prove an equivalence is to show that the implications p ! q and :p ! :q hold true together. The latter is also named an inverse [28, p. 48] . Suppose, if customers buy apples, that they then buy oranges is a true implication. The inverse is that if customers do not buy apples, then they do not buy oranges.
We summarize in this section that a typical statement of the format "if ... then" is a conditional or a rule. If this conditional also meets specific logical principles with a TABLE 1  Truth Table for a Material Implication   TABLE 2  Truth Table for an Equivalence truth table, they are an implication. Among many modes of implications, a material implication relates propositions together. An equivalence is a special case of the former, where propositions are necessarily related together all the time and are independent of user knowledge. In other words, equivalence is necessarily true all the time and judged purely based on logic. We are interested in finding association rules that map to this equivalence. By mapping to this equivalence, we can expect to find association rules that are necessarily related with true implication consistently based on logic. These are the association rules deemed interesting. In addition, the process of finding such association rules will be independent of user knowledge because the truth and falsity of any implication is based purely on logical grounds.
Mapping Association Rules to Equivalences
We have previously explained the distinctions between an association rule and an implication. We have also highlighted the motivation to map an association rule to an implication. This section explains how to map an association rule to an equivalence.
A complete mapping between the two are realized in three progressive steps. Each step depends on the success of a previous step. In the first step, item sets are mapped to propositions in an implication. Item sets can be either observed or not observed in an association rule. Similarly, a proposition can either be true or false in an implication. Analogously, the presence of an item set can be mapped to a true proposition because this item set can be observed in transactional records.
Having mapped the item sets, an association rule can now be mapped to an implication in a second step. An association rule has four different combinations of presence and absence of item sets. Similarly, there are four different implications depending on the truth value held by its propositions. Hence, an association rule can be mapped to an implication that has a truth value (either true or false).
Finally, in a more specific implication, the association rule has a set of four truth table values. Having mapped item sets and association rules, we can now map association rules into specific modes of implication that have predefined truth table values. We focus on equivalence. Based on a single transaction record in association rule mining, we show the mapping from association rules to equivalences below.
Mapping Using a Single Transaction Record
An item set has two states. In a single transaction record, an item can either be present or absent from the transaction record. It follows then that a proposition can either be true or false. If an item set is observed in a transaction record, it is analogous to having a true proposition. In the same way, item sets are mapped to propositions p and q as follows:
. Item set X is mapped to p ¼ T, if and only if X is observed. . Absence of item set X, that is, :X is mapped to p ¼ F, if and only if X is not observed. . Each component of an association rule is now mapped to propositions. Using the same mapping concept, an association rule can be mapped to a true or false implication. An association rule consists of two item sets X and Y . Following the mappings above:
. Item sets X and Y are mapped to p and q ¼ T, if and only if X and Y are observed. That is, an association rule X ) Y is mapped to an implication and is deemed interesting if and only if both item sets are observed from a single transaction record. Similarly, all four mappings from the association rule to its implications are given below:
. X ) Y is mapped to implication p ! q, if and only if both X and Y are observed. . X ) :Y is mapped to implication p ! :q, if and only if X is observed and Y is not observed. . :X ) Y is mapped to implication :p ! q, if and only if X is not observed and Y is observed. . :X ) :Y is mapped to implication :p ! :q, if and only if both X and Y are not observed. Having mapped association rules to implications, we use the same mapping concept to map association rules to equivalences based on specific truth table values. An equivalence has truth table values (T,F,F,T) (see Table 2 ) for implications p ! q, p ! :q, :p ! q, and :p ! :q, respectively. An association rule is mapped to an equivalence if each implication is either true or false.
For example,
. Association rules X ) Y is mapped to p q, if and only if -X ) Y is true; -X ) :Y is false; -:X ) Y is false; and -:X ) :Y is true. We summarize all the mappings and the conditions required in Table 3 .
In each mapping from an association rule to an equivalence, four conditions need to be checked. The four conditions to be passed on X ) Y and :X ) :Y are the same. This is highlighted in Table 3 . (Note that the other four conditions on both X ) :Y and :X ) Y are also the same as shown.)
Generally, each condition testing requires at least one transaction record to conclude as either true or false. However, because there are four conditions, mapping from an association rule to an equivalence cannot be carried out on a single transaction record. A mechanism is required to judge if the first association rule from each group can be mapped to a true equivalence having met all four conditions. This is because an association rule holds item sets that can be observed over a portion of transaction records. This leads us to perform mapping on multiple transaction records as described in the next section.
Mapping Using Multiple Transaction Records
A support SðXÞ denotes the number of times X which is observed in the entire data. Similarly, support Sð:XÞ denotes the number of times X which is not observed in the entire data. Based on this understanding, the interestingness of an item set is a relative comparison between the total number of observations of its presence and its absence:
. If SðXÞ has a greater value than Sð:XÞ, then item set X is mostly observed in the entire data, and it is interesting. . Conversely, item set X is mostly not observed in the entire data, and it is not interesting; the absence of item set X is interesting. Based on a relative comparison between the presence and absence of an item set, each item set can be mapped to propositions p and q within multiple transaction records:
. if SðXÞ > Sð:XÞ, then
Item set :X is mapped to p ¼ T. An item set having mapped to a proposition is said to be interesting. The above mapping involves only a single item set.
To judge if a union of two item sets, such as (X, Y ) (i.e., X [ Y ), is comparatively interesting, a multiple comparisons over three other possible combinations are necessary. This is to ensure that none of these combinations is more observed than the initial combination. For example, to judge if the union of item set (X, Y ) is mostly observed in transactions, the number of transactions that contain (X; :Y ), (:X, Y ), or (:X, :Y ) must be lower than the portion of transactions that contain item set (X, Y ). Otherwise, the item set (X, Y ) cannot be judged as interesting. Extending this understanding, it can be seen that only one item set is deemed interesting and the others deemed not interesting for each combination of the presence and absence of item sets contained within item sets (X, Y ).
Having discussed the interestingness of item sets, we extend the concept to an association rule. In addition to the previous discussion, an association rule always involves two item sets. These are (X, Y ), (X, :Y ), (:X, Y ), or (:X
Following our discussion on judging the interestingness of the union of two item sets, an association rule is judged interesting by having the support value of two item sets. For example, S(X, Y ) is higher than the support values that have one or none of the two item sets, such as SðX; :Y Þ, Sð:X; Y Þ, and Sð:X; :Y Þ. Table 4 denotes the supports for each association rule.
We now can map association rules to implications as follows:
. are fundamental differences. Pseudoimplication is judged true or false based on a comparison of supports, which has a range of integer values. In contrast, an implication is based on binary values. The former depends on the frequencies of cooccurrences between item sets (supports) in a data set, whereas the latter does not and is based on truth values.
Using the concept of pseudoimplication, we now can further map association rules to specific modes of implications such as material implications and equivalences. Each follows the same truth values of the respective relations in logic. In a material implication relation, for example, association rules can be finally mapped to equivalences according to their truth table values. That is, the following conditions must be met: (2) is met. Each of the rules, having mapped to equivalence from propositional logic, is called a pseudoimplication of equivalence. We show the possible mappings in Fig. 1 .
We have shown how pseudoimplications can be created by mapping association rules to two modes of implications: material implication and equivalence. We shall focus on pseudoimplications of equivalences because equivalences are special cases in material implications according to propositional logic. Being a special case, a rule's left-hand side and right-hand side are deemed more related than compared to material implication. In fact, both sides are so much related that they are equivalence. As a result, an equivalence relation is also bidirectional. That is, a rule's left-and right-hand sides are interchangeable. Having exchanged both sides, this new equivalence follows also the truth table values of equivalence. This characteristic is not observed in material implications and remains as a "more relaxed" mode of implication. In mining rules from data sets and without requiring background knowledge of a domain, we need a strong reason to identify the existence of rules. Therefore, pseudoimplications of equivalences are our primary focus in finding rules.
COHERENT RULES MINING FRAMEWORK
The pseudoimplications of equivalences can be further defined into a concept called coherent rules (see Fig. 1 ). We highlight that not all pseudoimplications of equivalences can be created using item sets X and Y . Nonetheless, if one pseudoimplication of equivalence can be created, then another pseudoimplication of equivalence also coexists. Two pseudoimplications of equivalences always exist as a pair because they are created based on the same conditions as shown in (2). Since they share the same conditions, two pseudoimplications of equivalences:
coexist having mapped to two logical equivalences p q and :p :q. The result is a coherent rule that meets the same conditions of (2). Coherent rules meet the necessary and sufficient conditions and have the truth table values of logical equivalence, as shown in Table 2 . By definition, a coherent rule consists of a pair of pseudoimplications of equivalences that have higher support values compared to another two pseudoimplications of equivalences (see (2) ). Each pseudoimplication of equivalence is an association rule with the additional property that it can be mapped to a logical equivalence. Association rules decoupled from coherent rules have the following strengths:
. Association rules decoupled from coherent rules can be reasoned as logical implications, whereas association rules cannot. This is because coherent rules inherit logic property such as contrapositives having truth table values of logical equivalence. As an example, an association rule X ) Y does not imply that X ) :Y is false or has a weaker strength value compare to the first. On the contrary, a coherent rule of' "X ) Y and :X ) :Y " implies that the strength value of X ) :Y is weaker than X ) Y . . The concept of coherent rules is independent from any background knowledge such as a specific understanding of an application domain. Therefore, coherent rules do not require a user to preset an arbitrary minimum support threshold to define a frequent pattern. Coherent rules can be identified via truth table values. The discovery of coherent rules and their related association rules thus avoids many of the problematic issues discussed in Section 2.
The Differences in Setting Up Thresholds
There are fundamental differences between the thresholds used in the coherent rules mining framework and the threshold set by a user for the support and confidence framework. . Unlike the threshold in the latter framework that needs to be determined by users as a hard rule and applied to all items, the former establishes natural setting of four thresholds by comparing the frequency of the presence and absence of individual items as required by logic. See (2) . Due to this, no prior setting of an artificial threshold by users is needed, as the thresholds are found based on the observation of data itself. . Each threshold used by the coherent rules mining framework has a support value between being observed in a single transaction record and being observed in all transaction records. This support range covers all possible association rules. Whereas in support and confidence framework or all other frameworks that require a preset of a minimum support threshold, the search space below a minimum support threshold has been excluded. Consequently, these frameworks cannot discover all coherent rules because some coherent rules would have support values lower than a minimum support threshold. To generate all possible association rules in order to postprocess them for coherent rules will be too costly. Coherent rules have more stringent constraints compared to typical association rules with a minimum confidence value. Although there are frameworks that find association rules based on measure of interests other than a minimum support (for example, a minimum confidence value), they need to generate both positive and negative association rules before matching and comparing the association rules using (2) . This postprocessing requires a large amount of space and is typically costly. Coherent rules mining framework remains a unique framework to generate coherent rules from data directly.
Quality of Logic-Based Association Rules
Coherent rules are defined based on logic. This improves the quality of association rules discovered because there are no missing association rules due to threshold setting. A user can discover all association rules that are logically correct without having to know the domain knowledge. This is fundamental to various application domains. For example, one can discover the relations in a retail business without having to study the possible relations among items. Any association rule that is not captured by coherent rules can be denied its importance. These rules are either in contradiction with others (among the positive and negative association rules) or less stringent compared to the definition of logical equivalences.
As an example, consider that a nonlogic-based association rule is found within 100 transaction records between item i 1 and item i 2 with confidence at 75 percent and support at 30 percent. This association rule is not important if the absence of the same item i 1 (i.e., :i 1 ) is found associated with item i 2 with a higher confidence at 85 percent and a higher support at 51 percent. Without the further analysis, the first discovery misleads decision makers to conclude that item i 1 is associated with item i 2 , whereas the relation having item :i 1 is, in fact, stronger. Coherent rules avoid this problem all together based on logic.
In the next section, we explain how to identify coherent rules from data sets.
FINDING COHERENT RULES IN TRANSACTION RECORDS
In this section, the concept of coherent rules is utilized to find coherent rules from transaction records. Each coherent rule is decoupled into two pseudoimplications of equivalences. Each pseudoimplication of equivalence is an association rule, which can be further mapped to a logical equivalence. To explain this more formally, we adopt the following notation. Assume that I ¼ fi 1 ; i 2 ; . . . ; i n g, a set of items. Let T be a table of transaction records (relational table) such that T ¼ ft 1 ; t 2 ; . . . ; t m g. A task-relevant transaction record t i holds a subset of items such that t i I. Assume that we can predetermine the total number of items contained in two independent supersets A ¼ fa 1 ; . . . ; a u g and C ¼ fc 1 ; . . . ; c v g such that A I; C I and A \ C ¼ . We are interested in coherent rules between the two item sets X and Y that meet the conditions in (2), where X A, Y C, X 6 ¼ , and Y 6 ¼ .
As an example, consider the set of transaction records listed in Table 5 . Following our notation, the unique items contained in these transaction records are given by I and I ¼ fi 1 ; i 2 ; i 3 ; i 4 ; i 5 ; i 6 ; i 7 g. We want to find coherent rules, where consequence item set Y holds only a single item, say i 7 . As a result, A holds arbitrarily any item other than item i 7 such that A ¼ fi 1 ; i 2 ; i 3 ; i 4 ; i 5 ; i 6 g and C ¼ fi 7 g. Let P be a power set function. The power sets on item set A are given by I A such that I A ¼ P ðAÞ. Let I C be the power sets on item set C such that I C ¼ P ðCÞ. We are interested in coherent rules between the two item sets X and Y that meet the conditions in (2), where X 2 I A , Y 2 I C , X 6 ¼ , and Y 6 ¼ .
The power sets of I A and I C are given as A coherent rule is between two item sets X and Y such that X 2 I A , Y 2 I C , X 6 ¼ , and Y 6 ¼ .
For example, Table 6 contains the contingency table for i 1 and i 7 , as follows:
From Table 6 , the higher values of support are for fi 1 g [ fi 7 g and :fi 1 g [ :fi 7 g; consequently:
The above two rules can be mapped to logical equivalences since Q1 > Q2, Q1 > Q3, Q4 > Q2, and Q4 > Q3 in relate to (2) , where:
1. Q1 ¼ Sðfi 1 g; fi 7 gÞ; 2. Q2 ¼ Sðfi 1 g; :fi 7 gÞ; 3. Q3 ¼ Sð:fi 1 g; fi 7 gÞ; and 4. Q4 ¼ Sð:fi 1 g; :fi 7 gÞ. The pair of rules in (6) is a coherent rule that consists of two pseudoimplications of equivalences.
Drawn from the same data set, we can also give an example that is not a coherent rule based on a contingency table shown in Table 7 .
From Table 7 , the support of fi 2 g [ fi 7 g and :fi 2 g [ :fi 7 g is not the highest to support the rules:
Instead, the support of fi 2 g [ :fi 7 g is the highest. Equation (7) cannot be mapped to logical equivalences since Q1 6 > Q2, Q1 6 > Q3, Q4 6 > Q2, and Q4 > Q3, where:
1. Q1 ¼ Sðfi 2 g; fi 7 gÞ; 2. Q2 ¼ Sðfi 2 g; :fi 7 gÞ; 3. Q3 ¼ Sð:fi 2 g; fi 7 gÞ; and 4. Q4 ¼ Sð:fi 2 g; :fi 7 gÞ. Hence, the pair of rules in (7) is not a coherent rule. In this particular example, we have chosen i 7 as a target item. In real-life situations and business problems, the target item can either be determined by the user or by using a DDM intelligence model (if available).
The interestingness of the coherent rule shown in (6), however, cannot be reasoned because we do not have any background knowledge on the nature of items in this artificial data set.
The discovery of coherent rules is useful in application domains where the domain knowledge is not known to a user or is difficult to grasp. In the retail domain, the reasons for associations between items are not obvious. Customers have various reasons to buy different items together. Using mapping to logical equivalences, we can discover coherent rules and its association rules without the need to survey on customers. As a result, we know that some items are associated together based on logical grounds.
Search Algorithm
We propose to search for coherent rules by exploiting the antimonotone property found on the condition SðX; Y Þ > Sð:X; Y Þ targeting at a preselected consequence item set Y . We write a basic algorithm to generate the coherent rules in Fig. 2 .
Distinct Features of ChSearch
We list some features of ChSearch compared to a priori. Unlike a priori, ChSearch:
. does not require a preset minimum support threshold. ChSearch does not require a preset a minimum support threshold to find association rules. Coherent rules are found based on mapping to logical equivalences. From the coherent rules, we can decouple the pair for two pseudoimplications of equivalences. The latter can be used as association rules with the property that each rule can be further mapped to a logical equivalence. . does not need to generate frequent item sets.
ChSearch does not need to generate frequent item sets. Nor does it need to generate the association rules within each item set. Instead, ChSearch finds coherent rules directly. Coherent rules are found within the small number of candidate coherent rules allowed through its constraints. . identifies negative association rules. ChSearch, by default, also identifies negative association rules. Given a set of transaction records that does not indicate item absence, a priori cannot identify negative association rules. ChSearch finds the negative pseudoimplications of equivalences and uses them to complement both the positive and negative rules found. (Although a priori finds negative association rules if a transaction database is transformed into binary attributes, the rules found typically contradict one another. See a further discussion on this in Section 6.2.3.)
EXPERIMENTS

Settings
We use the Zoo data set [31] to perform a series of experiments before test it on transaction records for Market Basket Analysis. This is because most transaction records have anonymous item names. Consequently, we could not further analyze for their relationships among items. The Zoo data set contains a collection of animal characteristics and their classes in a Zoo. This data set was chosen because the characteristics of animals are well understood. The small size of this data set facilitates the interpretation of findings. As a result, the interestingness of found rules can be compared and contrasted based on general understanding.
The Zoo data set has seven classes of animals. It has a spectrum of frequency of occurrences in the transaction records. We show the frequencies of each class in Table 8 . If the frequency of occurrence is below 5 percent, we consider the class of animal to be rare. Otherwise, the class is identified as frequent (that is, incurring at least 5 percent of support values). Table 8 shows that five-class attributes have a frequency of occurrence of at least more than 5 percent. These are mammal, invertebrate, insect, fish, and bird. The class mammal is most frequently observed, followed by bird and fish. On the other hand, the classes amphibian and class reptile are the least observed at 3.96 and 4.95 percent, respectively.
Quality of Coherent Rules
We compare the coherent rules found using ChSearch with association rules found using a priori written by Borgelt [32] . Two thresholds are set for the a priori:
. The minimum support threshold is set at 5 percent [33] , [34] , [35] .
. The minimum confidence threshold is set at 50 percent [1] , [14] . Based on this setting, all association rules not supported by at least 5 percent of transaction records are considered infrequent; otherwise, they are considered frequent. We group association rules into two categories:
. Infrequent association rules that contain less observed classes (for example, reptile and amphibian). . Frequent association rules that have frequently observed classes (for example, mammal). In reporting the results, the attribute values of the data are represented as attribute names followed by its possible values. For example, reptile(1) refers to reptile ¼ ''yes'', legs(4) refers to legs ¼ 4.
Total Number of Rules Discovered
The algorithm ChSearch discovers all 265 coherent rules for mammal. In comparison, the algorithm a priori finds 20,853 association rules (based on a priori implementation release 4.27 by [32] ) without the constraints mentioned in Section 6.2. Out of these, 20,588 or 98.7 percent of the association rules can be argued redundant according to logic. If the constraints are in-place, a priori finds 387 (frequent and positive) association rules of all sizes, where one-third of these rules are redundant-nonlogic based. We detailed the comparison in the next section.
Infrequent Rules
Rules involve classes reptile and amphibian especially cases of reptile(1) and amphibian(1) are considered infrequent rules. Theoretically, a priori could not find association rules involving them. Two coherent rules are found by our algorithm:
Coherent rule 1.
eggsð1Þ; toothedð1Þ; breathesð1Þ; tailð1Þ f g ) reptileð1Þ f g ; ð8Þ and :feggsð1Þ; toothedð1Þ; breathesð1Þ; tailð1Þg ) :freptileð1Þg: ð9Þ
Coherent rule 2.
faquaticð1Þ; legð4Þg ) famphibianð1Þg; ð10Þ and :faquaticð1Þ; legð4Þg ) :famphibianð1Þg: ð11Þ
If each of the coherent rules is decoupled into two association rules, then a total of four association rules are found by our approach. Further examination of the support and confidence values (see (12) - (15)) suggests that these association rules will not be found by a priori due to support lower than the threshold, regardless the true knowledge that the rule has reported-an animal with eggs, toothed, and breathes using lungs with tail is usually a reptile: feggsð1Þ; toothedð1Þ; breathesð1Þ; tailð1Þg ) freptileð1Þg; support ¼ 3:0%; confidence ¼ 75:0%; 
In the next section, we highlight that our approach can discover rules containing infrequent items that may not be discovered based on support and confidence framework.
Frequent Rules
We repeat the experiment on the most observed class mammal. We list and compare the shortest rules found by ChSearch and a priori algorithms in Table 9 . Rules found by only one approach are highlighted.
From the experimental result, the algorithm ChSerach finds five coherent rules for mammal (or 10 association rules, because each coherent rule consists of a pair of association rules) but a priori finds seven association rules. Of these seven shortest association rules, association rules 6 and 7 in Table 9 are not reported by ChSearch.
We detail the contingency tables (Tables 10 and 11 , respectively) for these two association rules and explain why these rules are not interesting and should not be reported.
Association rule domesticð1Þ ) mam:ð1Þ is reported by a priori based on support value of 7.9 percent and confidence of 61.5 percent. We argue that this rule should not be reported because it is contradicted by other associations rules with similar attribute such as The above two association rules have support values higher than 7.9 percent. Reporting association rules with weaker support while stronger association rules exist is misleading. In addition, the rules in 1 and 2 are contradictory if they are reasoned as logical implications. That is, if "not domestic" (domestic(0)) is associated with mammal, then it cannot be associated with "not mammal" logically. Hence, these rules are not reported by ChSearch as implicational association rules.
A priori, however, reports that mammal is a domestic animal and identifies this relationship as one of the strongest association rules with a confidence of 61.5 percent. In fact, a detail analysis on Zoo data set reveals that there are 41 sets of mammal (such as buffalo, bear, and elephant) but only eight of them are domestic animals. Many more mammals (that is, 33 or 80.5 percent) are not domestic type. The latter is never highlighted; instead, a weaker rule is reported. If this weaker rule is used in a business application, it could cause a wrong decision. ChSearch avoids reporting this misleading association rule.
In another case, based on Table 9 , the association rule:
is not interesting enough because this association rule exists on its own and cannot be supported by any other association rules. Theoretically, association rules in (16) are meaningfully supported by:
That is, if "breathes using lungs" is a fundamental characteristic of mammals, then logically speaking, an animal that does not breathe using lungs is not a mammal; however, the association rule in (17) (with support 20.8 percent) does not occur frequently enough. A detailed study shows that the association rule in (17) is contradicted by the following association rule with a stronger existence: breathesð1Þ ) mammalð0Þ; support ¼ 38:6%; confidence ¼ 48:8%:
Hence, the association rule in (17) is suppressed from complementing the meaning on a positive association rule in (16) . ChSearch does not report single positive association rules that cannot be supported by another association rule because this indicates that the association rule, breathesð1Þ ) mammalð1Þ, is not strong enough to be a pseudoimplication of equivalence.
In addition, based on Table 11 , while 41 sets of animals that breath using lungs are associated to mammal, this characteristic is also associated to 39 sets of nonmammals (that is, all animals except fish). The use of this characteristic (breathes (1)) is statistically weak to describe a mammal.
The association rule in (18) is also not reported by ChSearch because it contradicts the association rule in (16) . Logically, if mammals breathe using lungs, then they cannot be described as breathing without lungs. Furthermore, the association rule in (18) is not supported by any other association rule.
Mining Feasibility without a Minimum Support
Search for coherent rules is more expensive compare to a priori because it needs to consider both the positive and negative association rules. Our proposed algorithm in Section 5.1 can be used to explore large market basket data sets at zero minimum support threshold. This is typically not possible via a priori and meaningless because a large number of redundant association rules will be discovered. Nonetheless, our algorithm discovers logic-based association rules via coherent rules within acceptable time.
We generate a following three dense artificial data sets with increasing complexity using the IBM synthetic data generator [36] . The symbols used in representing a data set are explained below:
. D: number of transactions in 000s, . T: average items per transaction, . N: number of unique items, . L: number of patterns (possible rules) in 000s, and . I: average length of maximal pattern. The dense data sets have a low number of patterns (L) available. These dense data sets have an increase number of items: Dn1:D300T8N500L0.5I7, Dn2:D300T8N500L1.0I7, and Dn3:D300T8N500L1.5I7. We also generate sparse data sets with increasing number of items, hence, complexity: Sp1:D300T8N500L5.0I7, Sp2:D300T8N500L10.0I7, and Sp3:D300T8N500L15.0I7.
The data generator based on the above parameters generates six transaction records with the actual unique number of items and records shown in Table 12 .
We ran a priori for a given consequence item set on a notebook equipped with Intel Core 2 Duo at 2 GHz and 4 GB of physical memory running Windows Vista Business. Fig. 3 shows that a priori could not report results at preset minimum support thresholds above 0.5 and 0.1 percent on the Dn1 and Sp1 data sets, respectively. A priori exhausted the memory resources and could not report the association rules beyond 14,000 and 51,000 of association rules on respective data sets.
The experiment using ChSearch shows that search for coherent rules is feasible for the generated data sets (Fig. 4) . The graph suggests that the search time also increases linearly with the number of items.
CONCLUSION
We used mapping to logical equivalences according to propositional logic to discover all interesting association rules without loss. These association rules include item sets that are frequently and infrequently observed in a set of transaction records. In addition to a complete set of rules being considered, these association rules can also be reasoned as logical implications because they inherit propositional logic properties. Having considered infrequent items, as well as being implicational, these newly discovered association rules are distinguished from typical association rules. These new association rules reduce the risks associated with using an incomplete set of association rules for decision making, as following:
. Our new set of association rules avoids reporting that item A is associated with item B if there is a stronger association between item A and the absence of item B. Using prior association rules that do not consider this situation could lead a user to erroneous conclusions about the relationships among items in a data set. Again, identifying the strongest rule among the same items will promote information correctness and appropriate decision making. . The risks associated with incomplete rules are reduced fundamentally because our association rules are created without the user having to identify a minimum support threshold. Among the large number of association rules, only those that can be mapped to logical equivalences according to propositional logic are considered interesting and reported. In this paper, we introduced our contributions in novel frameworks: a generalized framework to discover association rules that have the properties of propositional logic, and a specific framework (Coherent Rules Mining Framework) with a basic algorithm to generate coherent rules from a given data set. The discovery of coherent rules is important because through coherent rules, a complete set of interesting association rules that are also implicational according to propositional logic can be discovered. The search for coherent rules does not require a user to preset a minimum support threshold. In contrast, an association rule is typically not implicational according to propositional logic, and the many approaches used to output association rules have lost rules involving infrequent item sets. A coherent rules mining framework can thus be appreciated for its ability to discover rules that are both implicational and complete according to propositional logic from a given data set. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
